To All Employees,

Your health and safety are the upmost importance in dealing with the Coronavirus (COVID-19). We are doing everything we can to comply with the guidelines issued by the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention when feasible.

Various counties and cities have issued shelter in place ordinances preventing workers that are employed in non-essential businesses from going to work. Agriculture and its workers have been excluded from all these ordinances. Agriculture is considered an “essential business” because we provide the food to our communities, State, and the Nation. Agriculture employees are able to continue working. If it was not for all our employees we could not continue to provide this important role.

Although this is very unlikely, if you are stopped by law enforcement on your way to work and questioned why you are out, we are providing a letter to give to law enforcement that explains you are an employee of an essential business. Included in the letter is our company’s phone number in case they have any questions. This letter will not protect you if you speed or commit any other traffic violation.

We thank you for your commitment in making sure families have food on their table.